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Abstract 

Poly(ethylene oxide)/organically modified montmorillonite (PEO/30B) nanocomposites were 
prepared by solvent casting method and non-isothermally degraded in the temperature range 
50-500°C at four heating rates (2.5; 5; 10 and 20°C/min) in nitrogen atmosphere. The 
obtained results indicate that 30B has slight beneficial influence on the thermal stability of 
PEO. The most pronounced effect has the addition of 5 wt.% of 30B. 
The invariant kinetic parameters (IKP) method in combination with isoconversional Flynn-
Wall-Ozawa (FWO) and Friedman (FR) methods was used to calculate the empirical kinetic 
triplets (E, A and f(α))) for the non-isothermal degradation of pure PEO and PEO/30B 
nanocomposites. Rate constants (k) were also calculated. Nanocomposite with 5 wt.% of 30B 
shows the lowest k value. 
 

1 Introduction 
Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) is a semicrystalline polymer (crystallinity around 60%) [1] with 
the glass transition temperature of -56°C and melting temperature of 57-63°C (depending on 
molecular weight) [2], that finds a number of uses in water paints, paper coatings, textile 
fibers, as a component of packaging materials and as a solubilizing agent for drugs [3]. PEO 
is among the first, most studied and most promising polymers for solid polymer electrolytes 
(SPE)s. PEO as SPE has many advantages over liquid counterparts or organic solutions due to 
ease of processing, stable electrochemical characteristics and excellent mechanical properties 
[4]. Unfortunately, its high crystallinity limits the conductivity of PEO based electrolytes at 
ambient temperature (usually less than 10-6 S/cm) [5] since ionic conduction takes place 
mainly through the amorphous domains. In order to improve the electrochemical performance 
of polymer electrolyte PEO nanocomposites with natural (MMT) and organically modified 
montmorillonites (OMMT) have been prepared and characterized [6-8]. The addition of MMT 
and especially OMMT increases the ionic conductivity of SPEs by reducing crystallinity (and 
consequently melting temperature) of PEO. At the same time, these nanocomposites show 
moderate increase of mechanical properties and slight increase of thermal stability.  
 
In this study, nanocomposites of PEO with organically modified montmorillonite 
(Cloisite®30B) (30B) were prepared by solvent casting method. PEO/30B nanocomposites 
were non-isothermally degraded. The influence of 30B on the thermal stability of PEO as well 
as the kinetic analysis of the non-isothermal degradation was investigated. 
 
The results of the non-isothermal thermogravimetry (TG) are very often used for kinetic 
analysis. Kinetic analysis aims to calculate kinetic parameters of the investigated process, i.e. 
the activation energy (E), the pre-exponential factor (A) and kinetic model (f(α)), the so called 
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"kinetic triplet". Kinetic analysis of PEOs of different molecular weights has already been 
studied. Audebert and Aubineau [9] have calculated E values of 200 kJ/mol for PEO of 
Mw=27000 but not the kinetic model, f(α). Pielichowski and Flejtuch [3] have found an 
increasing dependence of E on conversion, α in the whole conversion range (140-185 
kJ/mol). By applying the model-fitting method and F-test they have concluded that R3 kinetic 
model gives the best fit of the non-isothermal degradation of PEO. Calahorra et al. [10] have 
obtained E value of 129 kJ/mol assuming F1 kinetic model for PEO of Mw=365000. 
Vrandečić et al. [2] have calculated the empirical kinetic triplets for the non-isothermal 
degradation of PEOs with molecular weights of 1×105, 3×105, 1×106 and 5×106.  
 
There is no literature data on kinetic analysis of the non-isothermal degradation of PEO 
nanocomposites. Therefore the major goal of this article is to calculate the true kinetic triplets 
of the non-isothermal degradation of PEO/30B nanocomposites. Kinetic analysis of non-
isothermal TG data of solid state reactions is based on Equation (1): 
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where α is the degree of conversion, β is the linear heating rate [°C/min], T is the absolute 
temperature [K], R is the general gas constant [J/(molK)] and t is the time [min]. The kinetic 
analysis is performed according to algorithm proposed by Budrugeac [11] which begins with 
isoconversional methods in order to establish the dependence of E on α. This dependence is 
considered as reliable criterion of the process complexity [12] and isoconversional methods 
are considered as the most reliable methods for the calculation of E and E vs. α dependence of 
thermally activated reactions [12,13]. If E does not depend on α, the investigated process is 
simple (overall single-stage) and can be described by unique kinetic triplet. Otherwise, the 
process is complex and the shape of the E vs. α curve indicates the possible reaction 
mechanism [12,13]. On the other hand, isoconversional methods do not give any information 
about A and f(α). In cases when E does not depend on α, the invariant kinetic parameters 
(IKP) method associated with the criterion of the independence of kinetic parameters on the 
heating rate (Pérez-Maqueda et al. criterion) is recommended for evaluation of the kinetic 
triplet without any assumptions concerning kinetic model [14]. 
 

2 Experimental section 

2.1 Materials 
Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) of Mv≈1×105 was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. Organically 
modified montmorillonite Cloisite®30B (30B) was purchased from Southern Clay Products 
Inc., USA. It is a natural montmorillonite modified with dimethyl-2-ethylhexyl (hydrogenated 
tallowalkyl) ammonium cation and its properties can be found in ref. [15]. 

2.1 Preparation of PEO/30B nanocomposites 
PEO/30B nanocomposites (100/0, 100/1, 100/3, 100/5, 100/7 and 100/10 by weight) were 
prepared by the solution casting method. Different amounts of 30B, depending on sample 
composition, were dispersed in 100 ml of chloroform by vigorous mechanical stirring for 2 h 
and ultra-sonication for 1 hour at 108 W (pulse mode) at room temperature using ultrasonic 
homogenizator Sonopuls HD 2200, Bandelin, Germany. In the each dispersion 100 ml of 2% 
(wt/v) solution of PEO in chloroform was added and then mixing (7 hours) and ultra-
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sonication (15 min) were applied. Mixtures were cast on Petri dishes and the film-type 
PEO/30B nanocomposites were obtained by evaporating the solvent at room temperature and 
drying in vacuum at 40°C for 24 h. 

2.2 Experimental conditions 
Thermal degradation of PEO/30B samples (sample mass 6.3±1.3 mg) was carried out in the 
temperature range from 50 to 500ºC using a Perkin-Elmer Pyris 1 TGA. The nitrogen flow 
rate was 30 cm3min-1 and the heating rates were 2.5, 5, 10 and 20ºC/min. 
 

3 Results 
The results of non-isothermal degradation of PEO/30B nanocomposites are thermogravimetric 
(TG) and derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curves. Figure 1a shows TG curves of 
PEO/30B 100/5 nanocomposites at the heating rates 2.5, 5, 10 and 20ºC/min, while Figure 1b 
shows TG curves of all analysed samples at the heating rate 10ºC/min. 
 
 

 

a) b) 

Figure 1. TG curves of: a) PEO/30B 100/5 at four heating rates; b) all samples at 10°C/min 
 
 
 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Non-isothermal thermogravimetry 

Characterization of these PEO/30B nanocomposites has been described earlier [1]. In this 
work focus will be on the influence of 30B on thermal stability of PEO and kinetic analysis of 
the non-isothermal degradation. Non-isothermal degradation of PEO and PEO/30B 
nanocomposites proceeds by a one-step process between 300 and 450°C (Figure 1a, 1b). With 
increasing heating rate the degradation starts and ends at higher temperatures (Figure 1a). As 
expected, residual mass increases linearly with the 30 content (Figure 1b) since 
montmorillonite is thermally stable in this temperature region. In order to establish the 
influence of 30B on the thermal stability of PEO the onset decomposition temperature (T°) 
and the temperature at the maximal degradation rate (Tmax) are determined. Their values are 
given in Figure 2a and 2b, respectively. PHB/30B nanocomposites show slightly higher T° 
values compared to pure PEO (except PEO/30B 100/10 at 2.5°C/min). PEO/30B 
nanocomposites also display a small weight loss at lower temperature what is attributed to the 
decomposition of the organic modifier in 30B [8] and therefore the actual increase of T° is 
limited. Tmax values of PEO/30B nanocomposites are also higher compared to pure PEO. 
Addition of 5 wt.% of 30B has the most pronounced effect on thermal stability of PEO since 
T° and Tmax values are shifted up to 12°C towards higher temperatures, depending on heating 
rate, what indicates that 30B has slight beneficial influence on the thermal stability of PEO. 
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Figure 2. Effect of 30B content on T° (a) and Tmax (b) 
 
Increase in the thermal stability of polymer nanocomposites compared with pure polymer is 
usually attributed to the mass barrier effect of silicate layers to volatile products generated 
during thermal decomposition [16,17]. They are impermeable for them, and therefore increase 
the diffusion pathway of volatile products that results in delayed thermal decomposition. 
Because of their high thermal stability, clay particles can also act as the thermal insulator, but 
only if clay particles are well dispersed in polymer matrix and in amounts below which their 
agglomeration occurs. Figure 2a and 2b show that when the amount of 30B is over 5 wt.%, 
the positive effect of 30B on the thermal stability of PHB is decreased, which is probably due 
to the increased tendency of 30B to form agglomerates at higher loadings. Namely, 
agglomerates can locally accumulate the outside heat and decrease the enhancement of the 
thermal stability of polymer matrix [16,18]. 

4.2 Kinetic analysis 
Kinetic analysis is described on a sample PEO/30B 100/5, while the results for other samples 
are given in corresponding Figures and Tables. Kinetic analysis begins with isoconversional 
methods which allow determination of E and E vs. α dependence directly from experimental 
α-T data [α=(m0-m)/(m0-mf); m0, m and mf refer to the initial, actual and residual mass of the 
sample, respectively] obtained at several heating rates without the knowledge of f(α). 
Isoconversional Flynn-Wall-Ozawa (FWO, Equation (2)) [19,20] and Friedman (FR, 
Equation (3)) [21] methods are used: 
 

RT
E

Rg
AE 4567.0315.2

)(
loglog −−=

α
β  (2)  RT

EfA
dT
d

−+=⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
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For α=const., the plots logβ vs. 1/T and ln[β(dα/dT)] vs. 1/T obtained from α-T curves 
recorded at four heating rates are straight lines whose slope allows calculation of EFWO and 
EFR by FWO and FR method, respectively. The average EFWO and EFR values are given in 
Table 1 while EFWO vs. α and EFR vs. α dependences are shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b, 
respectively. 
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PEO/30B 100/0 100/1 100/3 100/5 100/7 100/10 
Conversion, α 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 
EFWO [kJ/mol] 193.2±4.2 199.6±1.5 183.8±2.5 167.4±3.1 182.1±4.0 182.9±5.0 
r2 0.99862 0.99882 0.99478 0.99221 0.99568 0.99919 
EFR [kJ/mol] 184.9±12.5 196.8±8.0 186.7±4.5 169.3±4.4 185.9±6.0 188.7±5.2 
r2 0.99365 0.99517 0.99527 0.99537 0.99597 0.99843 

Table 1 The average E values calculated by FWO and FR methods in the conversion range α=0.10-0.90 
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Figure 3. The dependence of E on α calculated by FWO (a) and FR(b) method 

 
EFWO and EFR practically do not depend on α for all samples what from kinetical point of view 
means the non-isothermal degradation of PEO and PEO/30B nanocomposites is one-step 
process and can be described by unique kinetic triplet. So, IKP method [22] can be used for its 
evaluation. IKP method is based on the existence of the linear compensation effect (Equation 
4) between E and lnA obtained for the same TG curve by theoretical models given in Table 2. 
 

EbaA **ln +=  (4)  
RT
E
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AR

T
αg

−≅ ln)(ln 2  (5)   ∫=
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αd
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Mechanism Symbol f(α) g(α) 

Reaction order model Fna (1-α)n -ln(1-α); n=1 

(1-(1-α)(-n+1))/(-n+1); n≠1
Random nucleation and growth of 
nuclei (Avrami-Erofeev) 

Amb 
(0.5≤m≤4) m(1-α)[-ln(1-α)](1-1/m) [-ln(1-α)]1/m 

One-dimensional diffusion  D1 1/2α α2 
Two-dimensional difussion  D2 1/[-ln(1-α)] (1-α)ln(1-α)+α 
Three-dimensional diffusion (Jander) D3 (3(1-α)2/3)/(2[1-(1-α)1/3]) [1-(1-α)1/3]2 

Three-dimensional diffusion 
diffusion (GinstlingBrounsthtein) D4 3/(2[(1-α)-1/3-1]) (1-2α/3)-(1-a)2/3 

Power law Pzc zα[1-1/z] α1/z 
a n = 1/2 - phase boundary controlled reaction (contracting area, R2); n=2/3 - phase boundary controlled reaction 

(contracting volume, R3); also tested n=2 (F2) and n=3 (F3) kinetic models 
b m = 1, 2, 3, or 4 (A1, A2, A3 and A4) when the growth rate is proportional to interphase area and can be 0.5, 

1.5 or 2.5 (A0.5, A1.5 and A2.5) in some cases of diffusion controlled growth rate of nuclei 
c z = 2, 3 or 4 (P2, P3 or P4) 

Table 2 Algebraic expressions for f(α) and g(α) for the most frequently used mechanisms 
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In Equation 4, a* and b* are the compensation effect parameters while E and lnA are obtained 
by using Coats-Redfern method (CR, Equation (5)) [23] for each theoretical kinetic model, 
g(α), and each heating rate, β from the slope and intercept of plots ln[g(α)/T2] vs. 1/T. 
If the compensation effect exists, the straight lines lnA vs. E should be obtained for each β and 
should intersect in a point that corresponds to the true values of E and lnA, which were called 
by Lesnikovich and Levchik [22] the invariant kinetic parameters, Einv and Ainv. Figure 4a 
shows the existence of the compensation effect for the non-isothermal degradation of 
PEO/30B 100/5 nanocomposite and from their slopes and intercepts a* and b* are obtained. 
Furthermore, these lines intersect in a very small region, as shown in Figure 4b, what also 
indicates that this is really one-step process. 
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b) a) 

Figure 4. The compensation relationship (a) and enlarged region of interception (b) for PEO/30B nanocomposite 
 
Due to the fact that region of intersection is dependent certain variations of the experimental 
condition determine, Einv and Ainv values are only approximate. Therefore, Einv and Ainv are 
calculated from the slope and intercept of the curves obtained using supercorrelation relation 
(Equation 7) and are given in Table 3. 
 

invinv EbAa *ln* −=      (7) 
 
The same kinetic analysis is performed for all other samples. Einv and Ainv values given in 
Table 3 are in a good agreement with isoconversional EFWO and EFR ones (Table 1). 
 

PEO/30B 100/0 100/1 100/3 100/5 100/7 100/10 
Conversion, α 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 
Einv [kJ/mol] 185.3 196.4 186.1 169.1 185.8 187.6 
ln Ainv [1/min] 31.89 33.96 31.99 28.51 31.66 32.04 
r2 0.99801 0.99823 0.99626 0.99607 0.99683 0.99960 

Table 3 Values of invariant kinetic parameters for pure PEO and PEO/30B nanocomposites 
 
Now finv(α) can be calculated by introducing Einv and Ainv into Equation (1). Figure 5 shows 
finv(α) vs. α curves for sample PEO/30B 100/5 which, like for all other analyzed samples, 
exhibit maximum. In order to find f(α) that describes the best this process, these curves are 
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compared with f(α) vs. α curves of theoretical kinetic models from Table 2 of which only 
Avrami-Erofeev kinetic models exhibit maximum. 
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Figure 5. The experimental finv(α) vs. α curves for PEO/30B 100/5 

 
This suggests that the non-isothermal degradation of PEO/30B nanocomposites occurs 
through mechanism like those represented by the Avrami-Erofeev equation (Equation 8): 
 

[ ]pmf )1ln()1()( ααα −−−=      (8) 
 
However, theoretical Avrami-Erofeev kinetic models can not fit exactly finv(α) vs. α curves. 
So, the next step is calculation of the empirical kinetic models (i.e. parameters m and p) that 
will fit exactly the experimental finv(α) vs. α curves and give E values similar to 
isoconversional ones. The parameters m and p are calculated for each sample and each heating 
rate from the intercepts and slopes of plots Y vs. ln[-ln(1-α)] (Equation 9) obtained by 
introducing Equation (8) into Equation (1): 
 

( )[ ]α
α
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≡ 1lnlnlnln

1
ln pm

RT
E

AdtdY inv
inv

  (9) 
 
If p=1-1/m then empirical kinetic model is in fact theoretical Avrami-Erofeev kinetic model. 
Average values of m and p for all samples are given in Table 4. 
 

PEO/30B 100/0 100/1 100/3 100/5 100/7 100/10 
Conversion, α 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 0.10-0.90 

m 2.65 2.80 2.62 2.72 2.61 2.55 
p 0.39 0.38 0.39 0.44 0.41 0.40 
r2 0.96735 0.97081 0.97503 0.99070 0.98512 0.96814 
Table 4 Average values of parameters m and p for pure PEO and PEO/30B nanocomposites 

 
These empirical kinetic models were tested by Pérez-Maqueda criterion. In case of true 
kinetic model experimental results at all heating rates, β lie on the single straight line whose 
slope and intercept give the true values of the E and lnA. Figure 6a shows that empirical 
kinetic models satisfy this criterion and from their slopes and intercepts true values of E and 
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lnA are obtained, respectively (Table 5). Since these E values are almost identical to EFWO and 
EFR values obtained without assumption of kinetic model we consider that empirical kinetic 
triplets (Table 5) can describe the degradation mechanism. Theoretical models from Table 2 
do not fulfill this criterion since experimental data at different β are spread in different lines. 
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Figure 6. Pérez-Maqueda criterion (a) for empirical kinetic models and dependence of k on 30B content (b) 
 
PEO/30B Conversion, α f(α) E [kJ/mol] lnA [1/min] r2 
100/0 0.10-0.90 2.65(1-α)[-ln(1-α)]0.39 184.8 31.78 0.98949 
100/1 0.10-0.90 2.80(1-α)[-ln(1-α)]0.38 194.8 33.59 0.99256 
100/3 0.10-0.90 2.62(1-α)[-ln(1-α)]0.39 186.4 32.96 0.99413 
100/5 0.10-0.90 2.72(1-α)[-ln(1-α)]0.44 169.3 28.54 0.99557 
100/7 0.10-0.90 2.61(1-α)[-ln(1-α)]0.41 185.9 31.68 0.99600 
100/10 0.10-0.90 2.55(1-α)[-ln(1-α)]0.40 188.5 32.21 0.99592 

Table 5 Empirical kinetic triplets for the non-isothermal degradation of PEO and PEO/30B nanocomposites 
 
Rate constants, k (k=Aexp(-E/RT)) have also been calculated. PEO/30B samples show lower k 
values than pure PEO (Figure 6b), i.e. the addition of 30B reduces rate of the non-isothermal 
degradation of PEO. PEO/30B 100/5 nanocomposite shows the lowest k value what is in 
accordance with earlier conclusions about influence of 30B on the thermal stability of PEO. 
The correctness of kinetical analysis is estimated by F-test (Equation 10): 
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where Sj

2 (Equation 11) is the goodness of fit for each empirical and theoretical kinetic model, 
Smin

2 is the minimum Sj2 value of all kinetic models and F1-p,n-1,n-1 is a percentile of the F-
distribution for (1-p)100% confidence probability and n is number of data points. In our case: 
F1-p,n-1,n-1=1.69 for n=41 and p=0.05. Kinetic models that obey Equation 10 belong to set of 
'the most probable' ones. Results of F-test for theoretical and empirical kinetic models (EKM) 
are given in Table 6. According to F-test 'the most probable' kinetic models are: EKM, A1 
and A1.5 for 100/0; EKM, A0.5, A1, A1.5, A2 and A2.5 for 100/1; EKM, A0.5, A1 and A1.5 
for 100/3; EKM and A0.5 for 100/5; EKM for 100/7 and 100/10, respectively.  
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Fj, f(α) PEO/30B 
EKM A0.5 A1 A1.5 A2 A2.5 A3 R2 R3 F2 F3 D1 D2 D3 D4 P2 P3 P4 

100/0 1.00 2.02 1.38 1.53 2.00 2.73 3.72 6.42 13.7347.82206.72 79.06 16.8747.8321.139.9384.6366.17
100/1 1.00 1.43 1.04 1.18 1.55 1.61 2.87 4.89 11.6640.02163.15 61.89 12.8337.1716.507.6467.8853.48
100/3 1.00 1.49 1.09 1.26 1.71 2.39 3.27 5.64 13.3946.22185.99 70.41 14.4442.2018.678.5877.2660.81
100/5 1.00 1.58 2.06 3.04 4.54 6.36 8.57 14.1133.6392.08196.45281.2412.1041.0513.624.6780.6061.69
100/7 1.00 2.39 2.52 3.23 4.21 5.41 6.84 10.3322.5757.78 99.30 30.61 3.52 88.39 6.72 2.6341.9432.51
100/10 1.00 3.75 3.83 4.89 6.35 8.12 10.2015.2328.9673.58120.11 36.79 4.53 18.93 8.46 3.6451.2040.08

Table 6 Results of F-test for empirical and theoretical kinetic models 
 

PEO/30B 100/0 100/1 100/3 100/5 
Kinetic model A1 A1.5 A0.5 A1 A1.5 A2 A2.5 A0.5 A1 A1.5 A0.5 
E [kJ/mol] 314 206 647 318 208 153 121 624 306 200 544 

Table 7 Average E values for 'the most probable' theoretical kinetic models calculated by CR method 
 
Since EKMs show the lowest Fj values and almost identical E values to EFWO and EFR ones 
(unlike 'the most probable' theoretical models whose E values given in Table 7 significantly 
differ from EFWO and EFR ones) they are the best description of the investigated process. 
 

5 Conclusion 
The non-isothermal degradation of PEO and PEO/30B nanocomposites proceeds by a one-
step process. The decomposition of the organic modifier present in 30B limits the increase of 
the onset decomposition temperatures of PEO while the positive influence of 30B on the 
temperatures at the maximal degradation rate of PEO is more pronounced. The addition of 5 
wt.% of 30B has the most pronounced effect on the thermal stability of PEO. The calculated 
empirical kinetic triplets are of Avrami-Erofeev type. The E values from the empirical kinetic 
models agreed excellently with isoconversional ones. The empirical kinetic models fit the best 
experimental results compared to all theoretical kinetic models. 30B reduces the rate of the 
non-isothermal degradation of PEO. The addition of 30B did not affect the degradation 
mechanism but only the thermal stability and decomposition rate of PEO. 
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